Dear 

It gives us great pleasure once again to send our warmest wishes to you at this time of year. From everyone at European Lottery Guild, we’d like to say a big thank you for playing with us this year. We appreciate your valued custom and it has been a pleasure to serve you.

Whatever you’re hoping for this festive season, we want to make sure you get all of it and much more with a little help from us. It’s a magical time, but we hope to send a bit of extra magic your way with our Festive Wish Syndicate - you can find additional details overleaf.

May you have a joyful holiday season and lots of luck in the year to come.

The team at European Lottery Guild

If you have any questions, call our friendly customer service team FREE on: 0800 443 697
Festive Wish Syndicate

Your Special Invitation

With our special invitation to join the Festive Wish Syndicate, you’ll play the phenomenal new EuroJackpot Lotto! With first prizes among the largest in Europe, 12 dazzling prize levels and significantly better odds of hitting the top spot (1 in 95,344,200 compared with EuroMillions’ 1 in 116,531,800), EuroJackpot could give you a gift you’ll never forget!

Be one of the first to join our Festive Wish Syndicate and enter the biggest new lotto on the continent!

Draws held: Every Friday in Helsinki
Syndicate Shares: 8
Tickets Held: 4 per draw
Bonus Entries: 100 First Prize Pool Numbers in each draw giving you bonus chances to share the top prize. Numbers will be included in your Confirmation.

Record First Prize: €61.1 Million (≈ $99.9 Million)

Reply today and get automatic entry into our NZ$16,000.00 Festive Cash Prize Draw.

For illustration purposes, prizes are converted at a yearly average exchange rate of 1 Euro (EUR) = NZ$1.6359 and are shown as rounded approximations. Exchange rates fluctuate and exact amounts may vary.

ENTRY SPECIFICATIONS: EUROJACKPOT SYNDICATE. 1 NUMBER OF DRAW RS PLAYED PER WEEK: 1. 2 NUMBER OF TICKETS HELD: 4 PER DRAW. 3 AVAILABLE SHARES: 8. 4 ELIGIBLE PRIZE CATEGORIES: CONGREGUENT WITH PARTICIPATION. 5 ELIGIBLE PRIZE CATEGORY: FIRST PRIZE. 6 SYNDICATE SHARES GUARANTEED THEIR FULL PART OF ALL PRIZE WINNINGS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF SHARES THEY HOLD. 7 FIRST PRIZE POOL: LOTTERIES PLAYED: EUROJACKPOT. 8 TOTAL NUMBER OF DRA WNS PLAYED PER WEEK: 1. 9 NUMBER OF TICKETS HELD: 100 PER DRAW. 10 AVAILABLE SHARES: 8. 11 CONGRUENT WITH PARTICIPATION. 12 ELIGIBLE PRIZE CATEGORY: FIRST PRIZE. 13 SYNDICATE SHARES GUARANTEED THEIR FULL PART OF ALL PRIZE WINNINGS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF SHARES THEY HOLD.

PRIZE DRAW RULES

No purchase is necessary for Bonus Prize Draw entry. To be eligible, follow the instructions in this offer and return the entry form to European Lottery Guild. You will be entered in the first available draw on receipt of your entry. A new draw will be held every year on or about December 31 and the winner will be randomly selected from all eligible entries received prior to that date. You must be 18 years of age or older to qualify. The prize winner will be notified by telephone or letter within 30 days of the draw. To obtain the name of the Prize Draw Winner send a self-addressed envelope to: "EGP Grand Prize Winner’s Name", Postbox 31, 1009 EA Zaandam, THE NETHERLANDS. Please direct any other inquiries to this address ATTN: Customer Service Department. The first prize is as stated herein. The Prize Draw is held in various other offices of European Lottery Guild or its affiliated companies. The first prize may be represented by cash, merchandise or travel, depending on the promotion. Accordingly, it may be achieved at a different price or featured prize. Winners of travel or merchandise prizes may substitute a cash amount which will not exceed €18,000.00 or the equivalent amount in the winner’s preferred currency at the prevailing exchange rate at the time of drawing. The odds of winning vary depending upon the amount of entries received but will be the same for entrants who have purchased as for free entrants. Employees, agents and contractors (and their family members) of European Lottery Guild and its affiliated or associated companies are not eligible. Void where prohibited. The sponsor accepts no legal liability in the event of a dispute.